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"We are vibration. 

Everything is vibration, and everything is 

impermanent, for everything is in constant 
motion. 


Our mind is also movement, and movement 
needs harmony to create efficiency.


Harmony is rhythm. 

Who knows how to manipulate vibration 

can transform things arround them”. 

Outdoor and unconventional spaces show. 

Length:  
13 minutes



ESTHER LATORRE 
Galician dancer, she completes her training specializing and graduating in 

contemporary dance at the Professional Conservatory of Dance of Lugo, being part 
of what would be the first promotion of professionals in contemporary dance of 
Galicia, and at the same time graduating in Physical Education Teaching in the 

same city. 

Since then, she has worked with companies such as Jove Companyia de Dansa 
Gerard Collins (Valencia), Moudansa (Valencia), Companhia de Dança no Norte 

(Portugal) ... or the Maduixa Teatre company, of which she is currently part and with 
whom she has It was recently awarded with the Max Prize for Best Street Show for 

“Mulïer”. 

HUGO PEREIRA 
Born in O Porto, he began his training at the Aveiro Dance Conservatory, where he 
later graduated in 2015. He received training in contemporary dance with teachers 

such as: Akram Khan Dance Company, Sagi Gross (GrossDanceCompany, 
Nederlands), Shirley Esseboom (Nederlans ), Víctor Hugo Pontes (Nome Proprio, 

Portugal), Bruno Alexandre (Portugal), Carmela García (Otradanza, Spain), Julia 
Weh (Germany), Romulus Neagu (Portugal) ... 

He has been part of the Dança do Norte Company in the 2015-2016 production 
“Barulhos nossos” and has participated in several national and international 

creative festivals. 

AWARDS 
They are rewarded with their first piece, MAPA, with the 1st PRIZE in Balidando con 

piedras of the International Choreography Contest Burgos - NY 2019 and with a 
prize do Claustro at the Festival Solodos En Danza Ourense 2016 
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